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November is a great month in Novice B. Swimmers

begin to show mastery of the skills we have been

teaching. They are developing friendships and

gaining confidence.

Legal or Sustainable?
Some summer coaches, aware of the short nature of the
summer swim season, have learned some shortcuts to
help young swimmers become legal in a stroke fairly
quickly. Unfortunately, there is often a difference
between a stroke that is legal and a stroke that is
sustainable.

Stroke flaws that a young swimmer can get away with now can hamper the swimmer’s
progress as they grow and their bodies change. Suddenly, the swimmer hits a plateau. Their
time drops stop coming and they become frustrated.  Addressing stroke flaws in older
swimmers is much more difficult since they will be physically and psychologically resistant to
change. Professional coaches know that it is better to take the time to lay down a solid stroke
foundation. Hang in there, parents! By the end of Novice B, your swimmer will compete in all
four strokes and they will have stroke mechanics they can build on.

November Focus
In November, we still need to see the basics. Every
swimmer should be leaving the wall from the ready
position, holding a streamline, and doing at least 3
dolphins off of every wall, except in breaststroke. Now we
add new drills to build every stroke and begin to refine
starts and turns. You can find more information about our
favorite drills on our Novice B page (On our NAAC
website, go to Athlete’s Corner/Novice B.)



The Breaststroke Kick
Getting a breaststroke kick legal can be frustrating, but it is worth learning it right from the
start. Little swimmers who drop their knees or let them splay out wide can still perform the
stroke legally. However, over time their legs will get bigger, creating more drag. They won't
drop time, and miles of incorrect kicking will make relearning the kick difficult.

Breaststroke Kicking on the Back - This key drill does several things. First, swimmers can
breathe at will, making it easier to focus on the kick. Second, swimmers who are dropping
their knees, dropping their hips, or opening their knees too wide struggle to move down the
pool in this drill. They experiment by changing their kick, and they get instant positive
feedback when they do it right.  Of course, it helps if they have an idea of what a good
breaststroke kick feels like. Here is a video of exercises your swimmer can do at home to get
the feel of a great breaststroke kick.

DRYLAND BREASTSTROKE KICK SETS

Important Dates

NAAC Holiday Blast Mini Meet (8 & U)

Friday Evening, Dec 02, 2022

NAAC Holiday Blast BB Buster Meet (9 & O)

Dec 03, 2022 - Dec 04, 2022

Upcoming Birthdays
Emersyn Morgan - Nov. 2

Colton Nolle - Nov. 11

Grady Lias - Dec. 4

Everly Gass - Dec. 10

Maggie O’Connor - Dec. 14

Stella Sporrer - Dec. 24

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v61nEYUb5_0

